Korean Film Fest starts

Express News Service

Chennai: Four films will be screened in four days as part of the Korean Film Festival that was inaugurated in the city on Monday. The films will be screened at the Russian Cultural Centre till October 24.

Addressing film buffs at the inauguration, Jung Taek Lim, Deputy Consul General, The Consulate General of the Republic of Korea said that Indian movies were quite popular in Korea. “Rab Ne Bana De Jodi and Om Shanti Om were two films that showed how Indian movies were increasingly becoming popular in Korea. Robot and Three Idiots were other films. Rajinikanth, who acted in Robot is an icon and has wide admiration in Korea,” the Deputy Consul General said.

Rathi Jafer, Director of INKO Centre said the films screened in the festival would be of varied genres and that compared to Hollywood or Bollywood, Korean films are different when it comes to their story, which is strong and built around the day-to-day life of people.

The film festival was organised jointly by Korean Cultural Centre, New Delhi, Consulate General of the Republic of Korea, Chennai and INKO Centre and Indo Cine Appreciation Foundation.

Sivan Kannan, President, ICAF and cine artiste Vinothini Vaidyanathan were also present at the function that was followed by the screening of a film.
To Celebrate 40th Anniversary of Indo-Korean Diplomatic Relations.
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Function followed by the opening Salvet Reunion | Dir.: Hun Jang | 2010 - 6.15 pm